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Abstract: The Neolithic and Bronze Age remains of northeastern China have traditionally been organized into a sequence of spatially extensive archaeological cultures. Scholars typically describe a particular homogeneous "lifeway" thought to characterize each culture. Because this approach provides little room for discussion of internal social dynamics, most accounts of social change depend heavily on notions of cultural and demographic replacement, external cultural influence, or long-distance interaction. Subdividing large-scale archaeological cultures into variants based on more subtle detail of artifact style does not approach internal social dynamics more closely. Comparison across multiple systematic regional-scale settlement studies can, however, throw into sharp relief aspects of the internal dynamics underlying trajectories of social change in different parts of a single "monolithic" culture area. This paper engages in just such a comparison of two recent settlement studies in northeastern China in an effort to hypothesize about internal social dynamics.
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It was in China's Central Plain that the earliest, largest, and most powerful of East Asia's ancient states emerged (Figure 1). Historical records from these societies paint a picture of neighboring regions in northeastern China as inhabited by peoples following a mobile, herding way of life, regarded as less civilized than that of the Central Plain's dynastic states. Historical and archaeological research long followed this lead, but in recent decades has increasingly recognized a variety of early societal developments involving sedentism, agriculture, and complex organization not simply derivative of social dynamics centered farther south. These Neolithic and Bronze Age societies are documented through stratigraphic excavations carried out since the 1930s. More recently, systematic regional-scale settlement study has provided larger contexts in which the information from these excavations can be more revealing of ancient human societies. Large-scale settlement studies cover hundreds of square kilometers but still fall far short of the much vaster scale of the archaeological "cultures" into which the Neolithic and Bronze Age remains of northeastern China have been organized. Although the spatial extents of these cultures can run into the hundreds of thousands of square kilometers, each culture is customarily associated with a description of a very homogeneous "lifeway". Little room is allowed for variety in settlement patterns, subsistence and other productive activities, ritual behavior, political action, or social roles in general across...
these huge culture areas. The implicit assumption that people sharing a relatively homogeneous ceramic style will also be similar in all these other respects leads to a very static view of these cultures—one lacking in the raw material necessary for a dynamic view of social change. One is left with an account in which change seems to come only when one monolithic culture is replaced by, is influenced by, or interacts with another equally monolithic culture or when climate “improves” or “deteriorates” and culture grows or collapses. That it is difficult to deal convincingly with social dynamics from such a perspective is not a new observation (cf. Shennan 1978, 1986a, 1986b), but the archaeological literature for some parts of the world continues to be heavily focused on the delineation and description of such “cultures”.

Figure 1. Northeastern China and neighboring areas.

This sense of homogeneous cultures springs from taking one or a few type sites as typical of a culture’s way of life, and grafting the interpretations of these few sites onto all the other sites where remains of the same culture are found. This static view persists even when splitters subdivide large-scale cultures into smaller variants. Regional-scale settlement studies, however, can help to reveal how settlements play different roles in a complex and highly textured regional structure. In precisely the same way, regional settlement studies can be played off against one another in order to approach the dynamic relationships between varying trajectories of change in different parts of a single very large culture area. The people who lived in northeastern China in prehistoric and early historic times clearly interacted with their neighbors at varying distances. In this paper, though, we choose to focus on the internal social dynamics of the area, rather than on its much more studied interactions with other parts of East Asia.

Two recent systematic regional-scale settlement studies in northeastern China offer an opportunity to do just that (Figure 1). Results of full coverage survey of 1,234 km² carried out between 1999 and 2007 around the city of Chifeng in eastern Inner Mongolia have documented a trajectory of social change stretching from Neolithic beginnings around 6000 BCE through the Liao Dynasty in the 13th Century CE (Chifeng 2011a). This same period is dealt with by a smaller survey of 200 km² carried out in 2009 in the upper reaches of the Daling River Valley in western Liaoning Province (Liaoning et al. 2010; Peterson et al. 2010, 2014). The Chifeng and Upper Daling survey areas, lying 150 km apart, participated in the same sequence of archaeological cultures (Figure 2), making possible a comparison that encompasses the social dynamics of a system larger than either region on its own.

The Two Regions

Both the Chifeng and Upper Daling survey areas are cold and dry in the winter, dry and very windy in the spring, and very hot during the summer, cooling rapidly with the onset of autumn (Kalaqin 1998; Kong et al. 1991; Teng and Shelach 2011). Rainfall is concentrated in June, July, and August; much of it arrives in the form of scattered summer thundershowers. Total precipitation varies substantially from year to year. Bedrock of several kinds from earlier geological epochs was covered during the Quaternary by loess blown from the eastern margins of the Gobi desert (Avni et al. 2010). Loess is extremely fertile; its potential for agriculture is limited only by availability of moisture. The major staple crops today are maize and millet; sunflowers are grown to produce oil, especially in the Chifeng region; wheat is also grown, particularly in the Upper
Daling region, but on a much smaller scale than maize or millet. Cultivation of these major staples, along with an enormous variety of vegetables and legumes, is extremely intensive on flat alluvial valley floors which are widely irrigated by pumping water from wells. The valleys are mostly those of small tributary streams, whose floodplains are usually less than 2 km wide. Crops on these valley floors are now protected from frequent flooding by dikes along the rivers. More extensive, but still substantial, cultivation (especially of maize and millet) also occurs in adjacent rolling uplands. These fields are naturally protected from flooding, but are less productive than valley floor fields and more at risk of crop failure from drought, since for the most part they cannot be irrigated. Several varieties of fruit trees are cultivated, especially to make use of sectors of uplands where soils are thinner, stonier, and retain less water. Modern efforts at reforestation have been extensively applied to some of the highest, steepest, and least cultivable slopes. Very small herds of sheep and goats (often numbering 10 or fewer) are brought from villages on a daily basis to graze in uncultivated patches. Pigs, cattle, and chickens are raised in the villages.

The flat valley floors in the Upper Daling survey area lie at about 300 m above sea level; those of Chifeng, at about 600 m. Consequently, the Upper Daling area is warmer than Chifeng, and the growing season for crops correspondingly longer. In Chifeng, mean temperature is between −11°C and −15°C in January, and 20°C and 23°C in July (Kong et al. 1991). The corresponding figures for the Upper Daling survey area are −11°C and 24°C (Kalaqin 1998:119). The Chifeng survey region averages 135–140 days without frost each year (Teng and Shelach 2011); the Upper Daling region, 141 (Kalaqin 1998: 124, 125). The Upper Daling region also receives more precipitation than Chifeng (500 mm compared to 350–450 mm per year; Kalaqin 1998: 123; Teng and Shelach 2011). These modest climatic differences give the Upper Daling region a slight edge over Chifeng in agricultural productivity, although the difference between more and less productive zones within either region is vastly greater than the small difference in average productivity between the two. The Upper Daling survey area is more tightly circumscribed around the most productive agricultural land. It is surrounded by less productive hillier terrain, much like territory that is more abundantly represented within the Chifeng survey area. This must be taken into account in interpreting the comparisons below of population densities and resource pressure.

The Two Surveys

The Upper Daling and Chifeng surveys used what are by now relatively standard intensive pedestrian complete coverage surface survey methods, fully described in the project reports (Drennan 2011; Drennan et al. 2003b; Peterson et al. 2014a). In both surveys the collection units (not “sites”) were the fundamental units of analysis. These were clustered mathematically based on their spatial distributions and surface
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**Figure 2. Chronological chart.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Era</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LIAO</strong></td>
<td>1300 BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZHANGUO-HAN</strong></td>
<td>2000 BCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UPPER XIAJIADIAN</strong></td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOWER XIAJIADIAN</strong></td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>XIAOHEYAN</strong></td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HONGSHAN</strong></td>
<td>4500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EARLY NEOLITHIC</strong></td>
<td>7000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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sherd densities to delineate human social communities at both local and supra-local scales. This delineation relies on the distance-interaction principle—that larger numbers of people living closer together interact more intensively than smaller numbers of people living farther apart. It is this more intensive interaction in which communities are constituted. The full rationale and methods of such analysis have already been discussed at length by Peterson and Drennan (2005). Population estimates for both regions were derived from measurements of both the areal extent and density of sherds of each period in each surface scatter, allowing for the length of the period during which these sherds accumulated (Drennan et al. 2003a; Drennan and Peterson 2011; Peterson et al. 2014a). These population estimates are of course very approximate; they are given below in the form of a range between minimum and maximum estimates, providing an indication of just how approximate they should be taken to be.

Early Neolithic Communities (7000–4500 BCE)

The Neolithic in northeastern China begins with the Xiaohexi 小河西 period (7000–6000 BCE), thus far recognized at only a few excavated sites (Neimenggu 2004; Shao 2004; Suo 2005; Suo and Guo 2004; Suo and Li 2008; Xin and Fang 2003; Xu and Zhu 2000). Remains of the ensuing Xinglongwa 兴隆洼 (6000–5250 BCE) and Zhaobaogou 赵宝沟 (5250–4500 BCE) periods are somewhat more abundant (Aohan 1991; Liaoning 1988, 1994; Li 2008; Neimenggu 1997, 2004; Shelach 2006; Xin and Fang 2003; Yang and Liu 1997; Zhao 2003; Zhongguo 1985, 1987, 1997a, 1997b, 2004). Excavated sites of all three periods (none of which are located within either survey area) include compact sedentary villages of as many as a few hundred people. Since all locales with Early Neolithic pottery in the Chifeng survey area seem to be small hamlets or even single family farmsteads, however, only a small proportion of the population probably lived in large villages like those that have been selected for excavation (Chifeng 2011a). Subsistence remains recovered from excavated sites include cultivated millet and soybeans, domesticated pigs, and numerous species of wild flora and fauna (Fuller, Harvey, and Qin 2007:326; Shelach 2000, 2006:321, 322; Tao et al. 2011; Zhao 2004; Zhongguo 1997a, 1997b, 2004). Social organization appears egalitarian, and there is no evidence for productive differentiation until the very end of the Zhaobaogou period (Shelach 2000, 2006).

No Early Neolithic remains at all were encountered in the Upper Daling survey. This is a clear contrast with the Chifeng region. It is true that Early Neolithic remains in the Chifeng region were very sparse, and that the Daling River survey area is only about one-sixth the size of the Chifeng survey area, but these facts alone do not account for the absence of Early Neolithic materials in Upper Daling. In Chifeng, 172 Xinglongwa sherds were encountered representing 19 spatially separate occupations, and 435 Zhaobaogou sherds representing 28 occupations. If the Upper Daling region had been utilized as intensively as the Chifeng region during Early Neolithic times, at least a few occupations of each period should have been identified. The difference in survey outcomes is thus a reliable indication that even the very sparse utilization of the Chifeng region during Early Neolithic times was more intensive than in Upper Daling. Clearly, the Early Neolithic was a period in which a very small population was spread through the vast area of northeastern China. Residence patterns were sedentary, but settlements, of course, shifted over time. The lack of remains in the Daling survey area does not indicate that no one ever lived there during the Early Neolithic, but rather that settlements there were fewer and perhaps shorter-lived than in the Chifeng region—so much so that remains are enough scarcer in the Daling Valley that they escaped detection entirely despite the somewhat more intensive coverage of the Daling survey.

Hongshan Communities (4500–3000 BCE)

Platforms, sometimes with large and impressive tombs containing elaborately carved jade artifacts, have caused many scholars to identify Hongshan 红山 societies as more “advanced”
than Early Neolithic ones (e.g. Barnes and Guo 1996; Guo 1995a, 2005, 2006; Li 2008; Liaoning 2012; Liu 2006; Nelson 1996, 1997; Su 1994; Wang 2006; Zhu 2006). These platforms are 1–2 m high, up to 25 m across, and constructed of earth and rock rubble usually faced with stone. They are often surrounded by hundreds of bottomless painted pottery cylinders up to 1 m high and 0.5 m in diameter. No structures were built atop these platforms; because of this, and because of the apparently symbolic nature of the jade offerings, the platforms are taken to be ceremonial in function. These remains, especially the tombs, certainly testify to the emergence of pervasive social inequalities of some kind, as well as to societies of sufficient demographic scale to construct and use such monuments. The skills required to carve jade and to make elaborate painted pottery suggest specialized producers. Remains from excavated sites indicate a strongly agricultural subsistence pattern (based largely on cultivated millet and pig husbandry), complemented by wild resources similar to those used in Early Neolithic times. The Hongshan period has regularly been identified as the time when complex social organization emerged in northeastern China.

In the Upper Daling survey area a Hongshan population estimated at 750–1,500 lived in 134 local communities (Figure 3). The largest of these was a substantial village estimated at 250–500 inhabitants (Figure 4). Two other local communities had more than 50–100 inhabitants. All others had fewer than this number; more than 100 of them were farmsteads of one or two families. These farmsteads housed about 12% of the Hongshan regional population; 48% of the regional population lived in villages estimated at more than 50–100 inhabitants (Figure 5). The most favored settlement location was along the margins of the flat valley floors where higher ground afforded protection from flooding and both upland and valley floor resources were readily accessible.

Hongshan local communities were spread from one end of the Upper Daling survey area to the other, but their distribution was decidedly uneven. They form four clusters, seen especially clearly in a mathematically smoothed surface representing occupation density (Figure 6). Each is a few kilometers across, and they are separated from each other by more sparsely occupied territory. Such regional-scale clusters of local communities have often been interpreted as small independent polities or districts. Elsewhere we have called them supra-local communities on the premise that they represent the same kind of centrally focused interaction that defines local communities, but at a larger scale (Peterson and Drennan 2005, 2011). The two districts at the northern and southern extremes may not be fully represented in the Upper Daling survey area, but the two in the middle are 5–8 km across with estimated populations of 150–300 and 450–900. Each has surface indications of ceremonial platforms and elaborate tombs at several centrally located settlements. One of these, at Dongshanzui 东山嘴, has been extensively excavated (Guo and Zhang 1984). These districts of a few hundred people each appear to be the supra-local communities into which the Hongshan population was organized, and which built and used the ceremonial platforms. The ceremonies for which the platforms were constructed presumably played an important role in the centrally focused interaction that drew local communities into the clusters that make these supra-local communities recognizable on the landscape.

These supra-local communities surely interacted with each other, but apparently as independent entities; that is, no one seems large enough to have dominated the others. The size disparity between the two most complete districts within the survey area seems larger than it probably really was. More intensive work subsequent to the regional survey (Peterson et al. 2014a) indicates that the district with the larger population had substantial occupation throughout Hongshan times, while the smaller one existed primarily during the later part of the period. The estimated average of 150–300 persons over the entire period for this district, then, actually represents few or none for the early part, and more than 150–300 for the later part. Thus when they both existed contemporaneously, they were of much more equal size than the population estimates superficially suggest.

The Upper Daling survey area lies in a part of western Liaoning where there is a particular
abundance of especially large Hongshan ceremonial platforms. This was known before the survey was carried out, because a number of them had been excavated, and many others had been reported on the basis of surface remains. We have loosely referred to this area of abundance of public architecture as the Hongshan “core zone” to distinguish it from a much larger surrounding area where such monuments are smaller and scarcer (Chifeng 2011a; Peterson 2006; Peterson et al. 2014a; Shelach 1996). The Chifeng region pertains to this latter region, with remains of ceremonial architecture less than one-tenth as abundant as in the Upper Daling region. Despite the disparity in ceremonial construction, however, Hongshan period demography and communities in Upper Daling and Chifeng regions are quite similar. The largest local communities in both regions had populations in the low hundreds (Figure 4). The Chifeng survey area is six times larger, so it is not surprisingly that it had five communities in this size range compared with the one in Upper Daling. The majority of local communities in both regions were farmsteads of one to two families. The population distribution in Chifeng tilts slightly more toward larger communities (Figure 5), with 59% in settlements larger than 50–100 (compared to 48% for Upper Daling). Supra-local community patterning was also similar in the two regions. Chifeng districts seem a little smaller both spatially and demographically than the largest district in Upper Daling, at 3–5 km across and ranging up to a maximum population estimate of 400. Several Chifeng districts, however, were larger than the second largest in Upper Daling. The estimated population density in the Upper Daling survey area is twice that of Chifeng (Figure 6). Given the imprecision of these estimates, however, and the fact that the Upper Daling survey area is more tightly constrained around prime agricultural land, one should not read too much into this difference.

Comparison between the Upper Daling and Chifeng regions, then, confirms that the Upper Daling region was more “developed” in terms of the abundance and scale of ceremonial architecture. This substantially greater investment in public works was not, however, the product of more extensive sociopolitical integration. At both local and supra-local scales community patterning in both regions was very similar. Nor did this discrepancy in investment in public works result from a substantially larger, denser population was in the somewhat more productive environment of the Upper Daling region. There was no meaningful difference in regional population density between the two regions; estimated populations were surprisingly small in both. It could be that Upper Daling communities had more pronounced social inequalities, greater differences in wealth accumulation, or more intensive craft specialization, and that these were connected to the stronger expression of ceremonial architecture. These aspects of the relations between households within communities carry us beyond the scope of this article since they cannot be reconstructed with regional-scale settlement data. They require more fine-grained research at smaller scales, and just such research is underway in Upper Daling (Peterson et al. 2014a).

The Xiaoheyan Period (3000–2000 BCE)

Sites with Xiaoheyan 小河沿 ceramics are extremely sparse all across northeastern China. A survey of the Lower Bang valley reports Xiaoheyan materials at only four sites, fewer than produced sherds of either Xinglongwa or Zhaobaogou periods there during the Early Neolithic (Li 2008). Results from Chifeng are similar; the 435 Xiaoheyan sherds recovered are only about 0.6% of the total. In the Upper Daling survey area, Xiaoheyan sherds recovered totaled only 122 (out of 20,248 sherds). These sherds came from 44 separate collection units (Figure 3), and would produce a population estimate of 50–100 inhabitants for the entire survey area (Figure 7) distributed among 19 local communities, none of which had more than 25 inhabitants (Figure 4). With such a small population scattered over 200 km² (less than 0.5 persons/km²) it is not appropriate to imagine supra-local communities of the sort recognized in Hongshan times.
Figure 3. Settlements in the Upper Daling and Chifeng survey regions with estimated regional population densities in persons/km² (sources: Chifeng 2011a, 2011b; Peterson et al. 2014a, 2014b).
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- **Chifeng**
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  - 47-94/km²

- **ZHANGUO-HAN**
  - Upper Daling: 15-30/km²
  - 13-26/km²

- **LIAO**
  - Upper Daling: 7-14/km²
  - 30-60/km²
Figure 4. Numbers of local communities of different sizes in the Upper Daling and Chifeng survey regions (sources: Chifeng 2011a, 2011b; Peterson et al. 2014a, 2014b).
Figure 5. Proportion of regional population in local communities of different sizes in the Upper Daling and Chifeng survey regions (sources: Chifeng 2011a, 2011b; Peterson et al. 2014a, 2014b).
Figure 6. Mathematically-smoothed surfaces that provide the basis for clustering regional populations into supra-local communities in the Upper Daling and Chifeng survey regions (see Peterson and Drennan 2005—sources: Chifeng 2011a, 2011b; Peterson et al. 2014a, 2014b). Pottery sherd data collected for the Xiaoheyan period are insufficient for modeling due to difficulties identifying sherds from this time period and its shorter chronological span.
Interpreted at face value, then, survey results for both the Upper Daling and Chifeng regions indicate a Xiaohyan population decline of catastrophic proportions. Indeed, it has been suggested that deteriorating climate caused a near complete abandonment of northeastern China (e.g. Li 2008; Liu and Feng 2012). This, however, seems unlikely. While such devastating demographic declines are not impossible, they are extremely unusual; evidence suggesting such a thing should be carefully examined. Any climatic shift of sufficient magnitude to have the demographic consequences imagined would certainly have left clear and consistent traces in the multiple lines of paleoclimatic evidence available. Liu and Feng (2012) date the climatic event they focus on at 2000 BCE, which is much too late, and the paleoclimatic data for around 3000 BCE in northeastern China are particularly unclear. They provide confusing and conflicting indications of the direction and magnitude of any change in temperature or precipitation (Teng and Shelach 2011). This in itself is evidence that there was no climatic shift sufficient to have the dramatic demographic impact attributed to it. Moreover, the elegant pedestal vessels that comprises the most characteristic Xiaohyan ceramics, and the elaborate multiple burials in which they were placed as offerings (Liao and Chifeng 1998; Neimenggu 2010), are inconsistent with the image of a tiny, remnant population attempting to eke out a living in the face of inhospitable environmental change.

Elsewhere we have argued that there may not have been much population decline during the third millennium BCE after all, and that at least some utilitarian domestic ceramics that date to this period are likely to be classified as Hongshan, or possibly Lower Xiajiadian (Chifeng 2011a; Peterson et al. 2014a). Thermoluminescence dating of sherds from the Dongshanzui Hongshan ceremonial site has recently provided support for this interpretation (Peterson et al. 2014a). For the moment, then, simplistic accounts of climate-induced catastrophe can be rejected, but we cannot confidently compare Xiaohyan period organization for the Chifeng and Upper Daling regions.

Lower Xiajiadian Communities (2000–1200 BCE)

The Lower Xiajiadian 夏家店 period (including its eastern variant labeled Gaotaishan) represents the beginning of the Bronze Age in northeastern China. Bronze artifacts are not very abundant, but knives and arrowheads are found in graves, along with other offerings: ceramic vessels with polychrome decoration are sometimes numerous, and there are adornments of jade, shell, and other materials (Guo
pretations, Lower Xiajiadian demographic expansion falls into somewhere between “impressive” and “stunning”.

Only the three largest of the Upper Daling region’s 226 local communities had populations above 300–600; none reached 1,000 (Figure 4). Six more local communities exceeded the 100–200-person range. Fully 210 local communities had fewer than 50–100 inhabitants; the vast majority were not really even communities, but only farmsteads of one or two families. Even though farmsteads account for most of the settlements, only about 9% of the population lived this way (Figure 5). Local communities over 50–100 represent about 72% of the Lower Xiajiadian regional population. The largest local communities, however, saw much greater increases in Chifeng (by a factor of 12, in contrast to a factor of 4 for the Upper Daling region). The Chifeng population was thus much more oriented toward larger settlements, with over 50% living in local communities larger than any in the Upper Daling survey area (Figure 5).

Spatially small Lower Xiajiadian districts continue the Hongshan pattern in both Chifeng and Upper Daling (Figure 6). The populations of these supra-local communities grew in both regions, but their demographic growth in Chifeng was much more dramatic. Even with major regional population growth, the total number of supra-local communities changed very little in either survey area, increasing slightly in Upper Daling (from 4 to 6), and actually decreasing in Chifeng (from 20 to 16) where regional population growth was most intense. Consequently, the populations of supra-local communities were substantially larger in Lower Xiajiadian times than they were before, especially in Chifeng, where the modal population for Lower Xiajiadian districts (1,500–3,000) was triple that of the Upper Daling region. Several Chifeng districts now had populations as large as 6,000 or 7,000 inhabitants. The separation of districts by zones of lower density settlement and the fact that no one is very much larger than others suggest that the districts in both regions were independent political entities. Many Lower Xiajiadian sites are known from all across the culture area; none is much larger or more complex than those in
either survey area. Political integration thus seems tighter, but resolutely fragmented and small in scale, comprising small polities whose territories were not much bigger than those of Hongshan supra-local communities.

In sum, Lower Xiajiadian was, as has long been recognized in at least a general way, a time of major demographic expansion, social change, and political consolidation. These trends are unmistakable in both the Upper Daling and Chifeng survey regions, although they are manifest much more strongly in all respects in Chifeng. This is a reversal from Hongshan times, during which the hallmarks of social complexity were much more conspicuous in the Upper Daling region. Whatever connection there may (or may not) have been between the somewhat more abundant resources of the Upper Daling region and its participation in the Hongshan core zone development, resource abundance cannot account for the Lower Xiajiadian pattern of especially vigorous development in the region of sparser resources. A contrary set of models focusing on scarcity, risk, and conflict could be more applicable to this pattern (e.g. Anderson, Stahle, and Cleaveland 1995; Billman 1997; Boserup 1965; Carneiro 1981, 1998; Cohen 1977; Elliott 2005; Field 2004; Hommon 1986; Kirch 1991; Lepofsky et al. 2005; Monks 1997; Sebastian 1991; Spencer 1993, 1994). It is not possible to make a meaningful estimate of carrying capacity for either region in Lower Xiajiadian times because knowledge of subsistence technology is incomplete, and of climate change, vague. At the much higher population levels of Lower Xiajiadian times, however, pressure on subsistence resources, while not conclusively demonstrable, is a possibility to be taken seriously.

Resource scarcity, if present, would provide a ready rationale for the high level of conflict suggested by abundant and elaborate fortifications at Lower Xiajiadian settlements in the Chifeng region. On this foundation, a scenario could be constructed in which small Lower Xiajiadian polities competed militarily with each other for access to key resources. This could drive demographic growth as polities with larger populations would have a competitive advantage in the form of larger labor forces for constructing fortifications and the ability to field larger fighting forces. And impressive demographic growth is exactly what we have already observed in the archaeological settlement data for Lower Xiajiadian times. Such conditions would enhance elites' opportunities for resource control, wealth accumulation, and consolidation of political power, as often observed in the literature on early complex societies (e.g. Arnold 1996; Carneiro 1981, 1998; Drennan 1987; Earle 1991; Gilman 2001; Webster 1990). Larger regional populations would, in turn, heighten resource pressure and create a developmental spiral ending in small, tightly-packed regional polities locked in a competitive stalemate.

This description fits the Chifeng settlement evidence especially well. While not inaccurate for the Upper Daling region, the process clearly was more attenuated there. One settlement provides clear indication of the kind of impressive fortifications for which Lower Xiajiadian sites are well known. The top of a tall ridge with steeply sloping sides is surrounded by a substantial stone wall and ditch enclosing an area of nearly 1 ha. Surface sherd densities are extremely high, resulting in a population estimate of 400–800 for this local community, which is the central place of one of the five districts. This is, however, the only fortified Lower Xiajiadian settlement, making fortifications a much less conspicuous part of the evidence from this period in the Upper Daling region. This could be taken to indicate that conflict was less intense in the Upper Daling region than in Chifeng. This would make sense in terms of the scenario outlined above, since resource competition would have been less intense in the Upper Daling region. Regional population density was much lower in Upper Daling (Figure 3) although its carrying capacity was higher, both because of slightly higher temperature and precipitation and because the survey area contains a higher proportion of the most productive agricultural land, as noted above. Less resource pressure would lead to less intense competition, less population growth, and less opportunity for elite advancement and political centralization, providing less impulse to development in Upper Daling during Lower Xiajiadian times.

Comparison of the pace of development, then,
between the Upper Daling and Chifeng regions supports a model relying on scarcity, competition, and conflict as the driving forces behind Lower Xiajiadian demographic growth, increasing socioeconomic inequalities, and political centralization. How such a dynamic could have emerged from Hongshan societies cannot even be speculated about until the organizational patterns of the third millennium BCE can be more confidently constructed. It also remains to be explained why pressure on resources in Chifeng in Lower Xiajiadian times was not relieved by a demographic shift toward less stressed regions like Upper Daling that were, after all, part of the same broad, open environmental zone and culture area. That is, Chifeng in this scenario sounds like a political pressure cooker, but it is not entirely clear what circumstances kept its lid on to maintain the pressure. In any event, playing off against each other settlement analyses from different regions within the same culture area has once again made possible a dynamic account of the forces of social change, and progress toward an empirical evaluation of explanatory models.

**Upper Xiajiadian Communities (1200–600 BCE)**

The Upper Xiajiadian period (including its Linghe 凌河 or Shi’ertaiyingzi 十二台营子 variants) was largely contemporaneous with the historically known Western Zhou 周 in the Central Plain. Bronze comes into much more widespread use for making elaborate ritual vessels, weapons and armor, chariot fittings, ornaments, and a wide range of practical tools and utensils. Bronze objects in recognizable styles of the Central Plain are found across northeastern China. Burials sometimes have quite large numbers of bronze objects of all these kinds, as well as a long list of other kinds of goods: ceramic vessels; sacrificed animals; ornamental items made of gold, shell, and stone; stone axes, hoes, and reaping knives; bone needles; and other tools. Stone slab graves, sometimes containing wood or stone coffins and covered with small mounds of earth, are abundant on the landscape. Mortuary remains have been interpreted to indicate more substantial inequalities of wealth than ever before (Shelach 1999:163–177, 2001). Houses were built of stone or mud brick and seldom reach as much as 10 m in diameter (Liaoning 1983; Liu and Xu 1981; Zhongguo 1974, 1975). The argument for specialized producers based on the quality of workmanship seen in bronze, stone, and other objects, is even stronger than it was for Lower Xiajiadian. Fortifications, on the other hand, so abundant in the Chifeng region in Lower Xiajiadian times, are no longer at all common. This is a curious contrast to the prominence of weaponry and other military gear among Upper Xiajiadian burial offerings. It suggests a reduction in actual conflict or at least a substantial change in its nature if fortifications were no longer required. The military burial offerings have been attributed to the role played in the projection of identity and power by a warrior ethos and connections to northern steppe regions (Shelach 2009). The Upper Xiajiadian culture is often taken in the archaeological literature to represent the replacement of Lower Xiajiadian agricultural subsistence by the pastoral nomadic people that figure so prominently in early Chinese history (e.g. Bunker 1990; Linduff 1997; Qiao 1992; Shelach 1999, 2009; Tian 1995). Settlement study in the Chifeng and Upper Daling regions, however, shows fully sedentary residence patterns with subsistence focused on cultivated millet and domesticated pigs, supplemented by sheep, goats, and cattle (Chifeng 2011a; see also Wang 2004: 257).

Population in the Upper Daling survey area reached a level approximately double that of Lower Xiajiadian times; Chifeng's population grew as well, but not so rapidly, allowing the population-density gap between the two regions to narrow (Figures 3 and 7). Three local communities in the Upper Daling region exceeded 500–1,000 inhabitants; one reached 2,000–4,000 (Figure 4). Although farmsteads of one or two families were, as usual, the most common kind of settlement, they account for an even smaller proportion of the population (3%) than in Lower Xiajiadian times (Figure 5). Over half the population lived in larger settlements than had previously existed in the Daling survey area—three local communities could loosely be called "towns" (Figure 6). Chifeng had nearly a dozen such settlements. More than
half the populations of both regions lived in towns (Figure 5). These towns are distinguished by patches of very high surface artifact densities, which indicate particularly compact, nucleated occupation, often associated with more extensive zones of less compact settlement. These large, sprawling unfortified Upper Xiajiadian towns documented by both the Chifeng and Upper Daling surveys would not likely have emerged without a reduction in the endemic conflict of Lower Xiajiadian times.

As we have seen in earlier periods, several separate supra-local communities a few kilometers across are evident in the mathematically-smoothed surface of Upper Xiajiadian occupation for Upper Daling (Figure 6). Some of these districts may extend beyond the limits of the survey area to the north and west, but three of them seem fully delineated within its boundaries. Each of the three has at its center one of the towns mentioned above (visible as the three tallest peaks in the smoothed surface). Modal and maximal district populations are about twice what they had been in Lower Xiajiadian times (now 1,000–2,000 and 2,500–5,000, respectively). Much the same is seen in Chifeng. Spatially small independent districts persisted and modal district populations roughly doubled in both regions.

In sum, then, the developmental roles of Chifeng and Upper Daling had shifted again. In Hongshan times the Upper Daling region fit the role of developmental core zone, at least in the sense of having more abundant and more elaborate public architecture, although populations and community structures were seen to be quite similar to those of Chifeng. Demographic growth and supra-local community consolidation in Lower Xiajiadian times were much more vigorous in Chifeng, leaving Upper Daling behind in these developmental respects. In the transition from Lower Xiajiadian to Upper Xiajiadian, changes in community patterns were stronger in the Upper Daling region, enabling it to narrow the developmental gap in this respect with Chifeng, although Chifeng’s population density remained somewhat higher, and its towns and districts had more inhabitants.

The social dynamics of Upper Xiajiadian times seem quite different from those of Lower Xiajiadian. The dominant feature of settlement change in Chifeng and Upper Daling is an expansion and intensification of town dwelling. The nature of evidence for conflict also changed substantially. The frequency of bronze weapons and armor among Upper Xiajiadian burial offerings shows that conflict was important in the language of prestige, but the radical decline in fortified settlements suggests considerable alleviation of the hostilities between districts that were such a conspicuous feature of the Lower Xiajiadian landscape, especially in Chifeng. If those hostilities had been generated by pressure on resources, as suggested above, one wonders what became of this pressure. Improving climatic conditions for agricultural production could have relieved resource pressure, but the decreasing precipitation in Upper Xiajiadian times (Teng and Shelach 2011) would only have intensified whatever pressure had existed. Pressure was also not relieved by declining regional populations, since population grew in both Chifeng and Upper Daling. The more rapid growth in the Upper Daling region, however, could reflect an evening out of population distribution broadly across the entire Upper Xiajiadian culture area so that it better matched resource distribution. Running somewhat counter to this notion, however, is dramatic Upper Xiajiadian population decline documented in a recently surveyed region at Zhangwu 彰武 in northern Liaoning 辽宁 (Williams 2014).

Scarcity of subsistence resources can also be coped with through changes in technology and economic organization that increase production. There were domesticated horses in northeastern China for the first time during the Upper Xiajiadian period. The use of horses and cattle for traction, if substantiated, would have increased agricultural productivity. The same could be said of improved agricultural tools; although at present bronze axes provide the only concrete evidence of such a thing. Arrowheads and fishhooks were now made of both bone and bronze, and these could have made hunting more productive. Irrigation from small-scale canal systems or shallow wells could make a major difference in crop yields in both Chifeng and Upper Daling, although the application of this technology in Upper Xiajiad-
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modern times has not been shown. A possible irrigation canal at the site of Wuhuanchi 勿欢池 dates to late in Lower Xiajiadian times (Xin 1997).

Bronze artifacts recognizably imported from the Central Plain and northwestern China testifies to an intensification of long distance exchange. Molds for bronze casting, crucibles, and slag document considerable increase in local bronze production as well, organized in a more highly specialized way than before. This could be part of a broader restructuring of the economy, with more specialized production generally, and more highly developed webs of interdependence. Upper Xiajiadian ceramics for daily use seem slightly harder, and better made than earlier ones, perhaps indicating more specialized manufacture. Ground stone axes and reaping knives, as well as various kinds of bone tools, were more carefully shaped and more highly polished. Spindle whorls of ceramic and other materials were more numerous than in previous periods.

This is also (as noted above) the period most often suspected to witness the emergence of the mobile specialized herders that have played such a large role in Chinese historical analysis. Direct evidence of this economic adaptation has been difficult to find, and it is clear that the notion of a climate-induced “collapse of the agriculture-based Lower Xiajiadian Culture” and the “rise of pastoral nomadism” (Liu and Feng 2012: 1189; see also Wagner et al. 2013), which persists in print, is a gross oversimplification (Chifeng 2011a: 129). There were clearly large numbers of sedentary farmers and substantial permanent towns in Upper Xiajiadian times. Not surprisingly, archaeological research has been concentrated around the largest sites, which of course, occur in the most agriculturally productive regions. This leaves open the possibility that evidence of mobile herding might be found in the more marginal zones where this specialization would be most likely to occur. This entire set of observations would be consistent with the emergence of a more spatially extensive, diverse and integrated economic system. A greater diversity of more highly specialized subsistence practices could be more sensitive to regionally varying environments, thus enhancing overall subsistence productivity. Specialized herding could well have been part of this picture, alongside varied ways of combining agriculture with animal husbandry. Settlement pattern research in the Zhangwu region, where environmental conditions seem propitious for the development of specialized herding, however, does not show evidence of it at this time (Williams 2014). The specialized production of non-subsistence craft goods can also increase overall productivity, and contribute to the enhanced well-being of larger populations.

In this scenario, Upper Xiajiadian economic development could be seen as a pathway out of the political balkanization and resource pressure of Lower Xiajiadian times, and the newly founded larger towns of the Upper Daling and Chifeng regions are just the kinds of settlements where one would expect such an economy to be centered. This line of thinking, sparked by regional settlement study and by playing off against each other two survey regions within the same culture area, has led us even farther away from a static description of the homogeneous way of life of a monolithic culture. The resulting account, it must be emphasized, is highly tentative. It appears to be consistent with the archaeological evidence known at present, and at least a few bits of that evidence point suggestively toward the model we have sketched out. Efforts to define and classify subvariants of the Upper Xiajiadian culture attract current attention, but other approaches can provide much fuller and more direct indications of increased subsistence productivity, specialized subsistence and craft production, and increases in the scale of economic interdependence. Research designed to answer the question of whether these trends truly characterize Upper Xiajiadian times could provide archaeological confirmation of the tentative model we have proposed. Such research could, of course, also require modification of the model, or even its complete rejection. Even this last possibility would represent a substantial advance in empirical knowledge of Upper Xiajiadian organization. It is in the hope of stimulating such research that we risk offering the model here.
Zhanguo-Han Communities (600 BCE–200 CE)

With the Zhanguo 战国– Han 汉 period, of course, we move into a time with much more detailed historical documentation for northeastern China. The state of Yan 燕 is the major political entity of the northeast during much of Zhanguo times, with its capital in what is now Beijing, over 300 km from the Upper Daling and Chifeng regions. The Yan state was eventually conquered and incorporated into the larger Qin 秦 and then finally Han states with even more distant capitals. Both Chifeng and Upper Daling thus take on a very different political character and role as small parts of the distant hinterland of polities representing a projection of power and a scale of political integration on a truly vast scale compared to earlier patterns of organization in northeastern China. Horse-drawn transport made it possible for these powerful political entities to extract hitherto unprecedented quantities of both subsistence and craft goods from the distant territories they controlled, and larger quantities of goods from distant places were imported into the northeast as well. Tools of iron represented a considerable technological improvement over bronze, and would have made agricultural and other kinds of labor much more productive. If the model suggested above for Upper Xiajiadian times is correct, then these long-known aspects of Zhanguo-Han economy can be seen as building upon and intensifying pre-existing trends. In contrast to earlier periods, archaeological settlement study’s contribution to previous knowledge is not to provide a broader and more comprehensive view of relationships between settlements, but rather to focus in on the impact of truly large scale political integration and commerce on a hinterland region.

The Zhanguo-Han period was one of dramatic population decline all across both the Chifeng and Upper Daling regions (Figures 3 and 7). The largest Upper Daling local community is estimated at 200–400 inhabitants, about one-tenth the size of the largest Upper Xiajiadian town (Figure 4). Larger local communities (up to over 1,000 inhabitants) persisted in Chifeng, but here too they were much smaller than the Upper Xiajiadian towns. The proportion of the Upper Daling population living in farmsteads of only one or two families increased to 18% of the regional population (Figure 5). The disappearance of all the larger settlements, and the dramatic increase in the proportion of the population living in farmsteads, represent a sharp ruralization of the earlier largely town-dwelling Upper Xiajiadian population. Settlement is much more broadly scattered throughout the Upper Daling survey area; the tendency toward clustering is weaker than in earlier periods and supra-local communities are not easily delineated. The same demographic trends are seen in Chifeng; regional population decline was even more severe, but ruralization of the population was less pronounced. Regional population densities were now quite similar in the two regions (Figure 3).

The existence of historical records for Zhanguo times provides knowledge of the large scale political environment in which both Chifeng and Upper Daling regions participated, and makes it clear that social and economic development was centered elsewhere. Zhanguo documents, however, provide little specific information about hinterlands so distant from important political capitals. Probably the most important known Zhanguo place near the Upper Daling region was the archaeological site of Huajingou 化金沟, just outside the southern boundary of the survey area, where the existing remains of rammed earth walls enclose an area 300 m×180 m. Fuller historical detail becomes available in the Han period. As many as three Han counties are specifically named in and around the Upper Daling survey area. The walled county seat of Bailangcheng 白狼城 lies only 5 km to the southwest; Shichengxian 石城县 probably corresponds to the archaeological site of Huangjiadian 黄家店 12 km farther southwest; and Guangduxian 广都县 was at an undetermined location to the north of the survey area. Thus it seems that no settlement even as important as a county seat is included in the Upper Daling archaeological survey.

This picture is entirely consistent with the archaeological remains recorded. Huajingou and the Han period county seats would have had populations of 5,000 people or perhaps substantially more. The largest Zhanguo-Han local community in the survey area, at 200–400
people, falls far short of this level, and clearly would have been subordinate to one of the higher-order walled towns outside the survey area. Lacking the anchor provided by a large central place, the smoothed surface for Zhanguo-Han Upper Daling in Figure 6 gives undue importance to this modest village, but even so, there is no sign that this village exerts any strong centripetal forces on the regional population. The ruralization seen in the Upper Daling region is clearly not an adequate generalization about Zhanguo-Han settlement and demographic trends. It is an accurate characterization of the trends that might be observed in many places—places that, like this survey area, were rural peripheries of low-level administrative centers that were themselves in very peripheral positions within the large political entities of Zhanguo-Han times. Although the trend toward ruralization was weaker in the Chifeng region, and there were larger Zhanguo—Han settlements than in Upper Daling, centralizing tendencies are virtually imperceptible there as well. Located to the north of a large Zhanguo town that probably became the head of a later Han prefecture, the Chifeng region was also peripheral to an administrative district on the distant borders of the empire (Chifeng 2011a:134). In contrast to earlier times, Zhanguo-Han political integration had attained a scale far beyond the reach of archaeological settlement analyses, which must thus be interpreted in terms of this larger context.

**Liao Communities (200–1300 CE)**

The period referred to here as Liao includes the Liao Dynasty proper (907–1125 CE), as well as politically more turbulent periods before and after it. Since the Liao Dynasty was a phenomenon of northeastern China, Upper Daling and Chifeng were, for part of this period, once again close to a major center of political power. The Liao domain represented a projection of political power much greater than that of the Yan state, although the still earlier Han Empire had forged much larger-scale political integration. The Liao central capital of Zhongjing 中京, however, was located quite nearby, between the Upper Daling and Chifeng survey regions, only about 75 km from either one. Both Upper Daling and Chifeng settlement analyses thus concern parts of an imperial heartland not far from a major capital, not the distant periphery of an empire.

In the Upper Daling survey area population again grew sharply (Figures 3 and 7). The remains of the historically known Liao mid-level administrative center of Lizhou 利州, with walls enclosing an area 500 m × 600 m, lie under the location of the modern city of Kazuo 岔左; a tall Liao Dynasty pagoda and temple have been preserved there. Lizhou dominated the Upper Daling survey area demographically in a way that no earlier community had. Its population is estimated between 7,000 and 14,000 inhabitants, and only 16% of the population of the survey area did not live there (Figures 4 and 5). Those who did not live in Lizhou were broadly dispersed across the landscape, mostly in innumerable small hamlets and farmsteads, although four small but highly compact villages can also be discerned. The largest of these four local communities has an estimated 150–300 inhabitants; the smallest only 25–50.

Historical documentation about administrative centers outside the Upper Daling survey area relates to the extent of the Lizhou supra-local community or district known to be a county (Fusuxian 阜产县) in the Liao administrative structure. Longshanxian 龙山县, a walled county seat 30 km south of Lizhou, was subordinate to a different mid-level administrative center known as Tanzhou 潭州. A third walled town, Fushuxian 富庶县, 28 km north of Lizhou, headed a county subordinate directly to the Liao capital at Zhongjing. If Lizhou's district reached halfway to the neighboring county seats, then it would be about 30 km across, and its northern extreme would fall within the boundaries of the archaeological survey. As it turns out, within the survey area, settlement density, decreasing northward from Lizhou, reaches a minimum at about the expected distance, and shows signs of increasing again toward Fushuxian still farther north. This is the basis of the line tentatively demarcating the limit of the Lizhou district in Figure 6. For the first time ever, then, a political center in the Upper Daling region held sway over a territory extending well beyond the limits of the
archaeological survey area. The Liao county of Fusuxian thus represented an integrated political entity far larger than the earlier polities of Lower and Upper Xiajiadian times.

Although not quite as dramatic, Chifeng's population also rebounded strongly from a Zhanguo-Han low (Figures 3 and 7). These results, although similar for the two survey areas, should not be taken as a statement of general demographic trends in northeastern China at this time. Population may well have grown generally across northeastern China, but the principal factor behind the sharp changes in the two survey areas is surely that each now contained a large, important administrative center. Songshanzhou 松山州, in the Chifeng region, was at a lower administrative level than Lizhou, although its population was twice as large. Chifeng appears less urbanized than Upper Daling with less than half the survey area's population residing in Songshanzhou, but this may be little more than a reflection of the larger size of the Chifeng survey area. The broad dispersal of farmsteads and small hamlets in both regions may result from intensive cultivation to provision Songshanzhou and Lizhou, as well as to meet the demands of imperial taxation. It would be practical for farmers investing substantially increased labor in cultivation to live on or near the fields that they farmed, a circumstance known to produce such a pattern in other contexts (Chisholm 1970; Drennan 1988; Peterson and Drennan 2005; Stone 1993).

The settlement evidence is fully consistent with a further intensification of the large-scale, highly diverse and specialized economic interdependence whose roots we suggested above go back to Upper Xiajiadian times in northeastern China. Such large-scale economic integration must surely have been fundamental to state power at the same time that large-scale political integration stimulated economic expansion and intensification. The cultural origins of the Liao ruling class in mobile herding peoples of the north is emphasized in historical sources and scholarship (e.g. Bennett and Standen 2011; Tuotuo 1974; Twitchett and Tietze 1994; Wittfogel and Feng 1949). The settlement evidence makes it clear that the Chifeng and Upper Daling regions, just to the north and south of the Liao capital at Zhongjing, had substantial fully sedentary populations of people living in towns, cultivating large quantities of grain, and tending various species of animals. These people almost certainly did not all practice the same subsistence strategies, but varied the mix of plant and animal species considerably in pursuing locally successful adaptations. One of the many resulting combinations, as appropriate to local environments, would likely have strongly emphasized herd animals in a pattern of mobile residence. The actual economic importance of this particular strategy is not reliably indicated by the symbolic projection of the cultural identity of the Liao ruling class (no more than George Bush's cowboy boots reflect the economics of the Texas cattle industry). Subsistence and settlement systems must be assessed by directly relevant archaeological evidence of subsistence and settlement, not by the themes represented in small portable art objects. Unfortunately such evidence is at present extremely scarce, not only for Liao times, but also for Zhanguo-Han and Upper Xiajiadian times for which the issue arises as well.

Conclusion

In sum, the trajectories of the Upper Daling and Chifeng regions show the broad trend toward larger and more internally differentiated human communities often seen in the development of complex societies. Local village communities grow into towns that serve as the central places of supra-local groupings of farmsteads, hamlets and villages. In global comparative perspective, the trajectories of these two regions stand out for the persistently small spatial scale of their supra-local communities or districts. Even as the populations of these districts increased dramatically, they remained only a few kilometers across, more than 6,000 years after the establishment of sedentary agricultural life in northeastern China. Social, political and economic organization, nonetheless, changed substantially through this period. In the earliest supra-local communities social integration and political leadership revolved around ritual and ceremonial activities. Population growth and conflict, possibly resulting from resource pres-
sure, subsequently created a very different political dynamic. We suggest that this stage of political balkanization and competitive stalemate may have ended with technological advance and economic development in a context of continued demographic growth. If correct, this suggestion means local roots for a developmental trend greatly accelerated by subsequent further technological advance and political domination originating far outside either of the two survey areas.

Far from being homogeneous monolithic entities, the archaeological cultures of northeastern China were internally dynamic. People shifted around the landscape as their use of resources and patterns of interaction with each other changed; local communities waxed and waned; supra-local communities emerged, developed and declined. Patterns of settlement not only changed through time, but also varied from place to place within a single archaeological culture. The pace of change in Upper Daling and Chifeng was uneven, with developmental surges first in one region and then the other, as the responses to widely operating forces varied under local conditions.

Examining the trajectories of Upper Daling and Chifeng regions from the perspective of regional settlement systems has revealed some of the internal social forces at work, and let us hypothesize about others not yet fully documented by archaeological research. These are some of the same raw materials for social change often discussed by those who study the development of early complex societies in other parts of the world. The sequence of change in northeastern China has much to offer to this comparative research, once we understand the internal social forces at work, and let us hypothesize about others not yet fully documented by archaeological research. These are some of the same raw materials for social change often discussed by those who study the development of early complex societies in other parts of the world. The sequence of change in northeastern China has much to offer to this comparative research, once we understand better the social dynamics in play. We hope that the broad, and often speculative, account of social change through eight millennia offered above will contribute to the furtherance of the kinds of archaeological research that will most advance our understandings of these dynamics.
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